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What is your role in a workshop? Are you there to teach? To lead? To train? Or to facilitate? The language can
get very confusing. We'd like to encourage you to think of yourself as a facilitator. That is someone who
facilitates other people's learning using the most appropriate and participative methods available to them, in
the time they have. Sometimes the most appropriate method will be to step back and allow the group to learn
from each other. Sometimes it will be to directly share your own experience, knowledge, or skills with your
learners.  Arguably the main difference between a teacher and a facilitator is that a teacher inputs learning and
a facilitator draws it out from the group. Let's illustrate the point:

For us, the key is how you see yourself in relationship to your learners. Do you see yourself in control of their
learning, or are you there as a resource for their learning, with them in control? It's a power dynamic. If you're
there to serve your learners, you're a facilitator. You can still offer your expertise if that is what's best for the
group's learning, as long as the group is clear that they don't have to accept the offer!R @TS U&=L@WVWBX= YT=ZJWQ\[
Understanding how people learn is key to providing them with a good learning experience. To help you do that
here's some of the things you need to consider. This isn't an exhaustive survey of current theory about how
people learn, but it covers what we find to be the most useful.]_^�`�acb�de`gfihjdkfmlon$dkpqdgp(rgdgf
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* Teacher is an 'expert'
* Learning from few to many
* Learners have less control of learning

* Only expertise needed is in facilitation
* Learning drawn out and shared
* Learners set agenda and share skills and 
knowledge



The obvious implications for your workshops are to get people as involved as possible in the learning. If you
are simply presenting information, back up your verbal input with visual props such as flipchart, powerpoint
presentations, overhead projections or handouts, taking the learners from 20% (hearing) to 60-70% (seeing
and hearing) in one easy step! Better still get them involved in saying what it is they are learning. This can be
as  easy  as  facilitating  a  discussion,  asking  learners  questions,  reporting  back  from  a  small  group,  or
ideastorming. If you want maximum learning, get them doing the skill using simulation, roleplay or simply
providing opportunities to practice soon after the training finishes.

You need to be aware that you can create ‘bad’ learning by allowing people doing, saying, seeing or hearing
the wrong idea to pass unchallenged. For example, should you write up a spoken idea if it’s wrong, thus taking
the chance of it being remembered from 20% to 60%? b�de`gf�hkÂÃhÅÄÇÆGaiÈ�ÉÊd�l
There are many theories about how people learn (their ‘learning style’). What is clear is that different people
learn in different ways. Some will learn just fine if you stand at the front and lecture them. Others will learn
from a well structured written handout. But to ensure everyone has equal access to learning, you need to vary
your style. That’s why we use workshops not just handouts or lectures! Ë"ÌmÍ�ÎÐÏÒÑiÓOÔ-Õ6Ö$ÎÐ×²ÌiØ�Ù ÚcÛ�ØiÜuÏmÎÝÙßÞªàiÞ�Ø�Ó{á�ÞÅÓâ×
This is one useful way of looking at your workshop - if it meets the needs of people that learn through these 3
media, that's an excellent start!ã ¸âä»¾¶OÀ²³¿å µ ®y¯�³Oæ·®i³Oç  learn from listening.  They learn best  from lectures,  discussions,  talking through

ideas and listening to other people. They are sensitive to the tone of voice, and to underlying meanings in
people’s  speech.  They  may  well  prefer  to  read  information  aloud  (to  turn  written  information  into
information they can hear) and respond well to music and other sounds.è »ßçÁ¸â¯m¼ µ ®�¯�³âæ¹®	³8ç  learn by looking. They like to have a clear view of workshop leaders or lecturers, and
are sensitive to facial  expression  and body language.  Pictures,  charts,  graphics,  videos,  colours are  all
useful tools to help visual learners learn. They may well like to take notes (to turn auditory information into
information they can see).3¯Ò°w¶Ò»½¼ß® µ ®�¯�³¿æ·®i³Oç

learn by doing, moving and touching.  They learn best  from a hands-on and active
approach.  They need to move and will  struggle  to sit  still  for hours on end, responding well  to active
exercises (written or spoken information will have little meaning until they have had a chance to engage
with it  physically). Spectrum lines, hassle  lines and roleplays will help engage tactile learners (see our
briefing Tools for Workshop Facilitators).

Look over each agenda to ensure that there is something for everyone. For the key points you need to convey,
you may have to provide an exercise that incorporates a little of each.Ë"ÜuÏmÎÐé	Î¾×ÒÏ�Õ6êmÓ·Ø�ë�ì6ØyÏmÎÐ×ÒÏÅÕTíeÞ	îmÙßÞÜuÏÒÑiÓïØiá�ÍðÛ�ñ�Þ	ÑiÓ�Îò×ÒÏóÙßÞ�Ø�ÓÒá	ÎôáÒë)×{Ï·ÔeÙßÞ�×
It's important to realise that these four learning styles aren't an alternative to the auditory, visual and tactile
learners. The two systems can work together. It's also important not to assume your workshop participants are
purely one or the other. In reality we're all a mixture of all four, but most of us do have a dominant style.
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ã °w¶{»¾õÒ»ßç¿¶¹ç  are  quick,  creative thinkers.  They like to  engage with  an exercise  for a  short  while  and  with
considerable enthusiasm and then move on to a new experience. They learn well from interacting with other
people and like to be centre stage. They thrive on being thrown in at the deep end and can feel restrained by
structures and policies.  Activists are an open minded lot,  but their  thinking can lack longer term strategic
considerations.

Exercises that are more passive or involve working alone will not engage the activist. Nor will workshops that
repeat the same activity over and again. Precisely defined instructions may restrict their creative thinking.

Ideastorms and hands on interactive learning will suit the activist best. They will engage with short roleplays,
especially those that put them at the centre of attention. Long presentations of set ideas will cramp their style!ö ³÷¯wø�ù�¯Ò¶Ò»ßç¿¶Áç

 want to take the theory and see if it works in practice. Like Activists they look for new ideas,
but also for a chance to try them out and experiment with them. Send a Pragmatist on a course and they’ll
come back desperate to implement the new ideas that they’ve just learnt! Because of this they don’t like long
open ended discussions that don’t seem to be getting to a practical point. They are innovators and problem
solvers. If they can’t see the obvious application, reward, or relevance of an idea they may not engage with it.
If there are no practical guidelines for how to do an activity, pragmatists will learn less well. 

Exercises  that  have  a  clear  link  between  the  theory  and  a  problem  to  be  solved  will  best  engage  the
Pragmatists.  They will  appreciate  a clearly stated  rationale  for doing  any given  exercise.  Pragmatists will
benefit from being given an opportunity to try out and experiment with an idea, and from being given a “how
to” model that they can use in their practice.ú ®�ûu¼ß®u°w¶ÁÀ²³Oç

 are slow to make up their minds, needing time to ponder an idea and take on board many points
of view. They will think deeply about any given subject before making a decision or forming an opinion. Their
thinking will be based on sound analysis, and the thorough collection of information. They may sit back and
observe discussion rather than engaging in it which can lead to them being thought of as shy, quiet, aloof or
even bored. However this is how they do their learning and they will usually be far from bored – getting great
satisfaction from observing others. 

Reflectors  learn  from  activities  that  involve  the  sharing  of  ideas,  such  as  discussion  groups,  and  from
observation. They appreciate thinking time and having a chance to review activities. 

They don’t like tight deadlines, being given insufficient information, being thrown into an activity with little
warning, or being made the centre of attention. Similarly they like to consider and reach their own conclusions
so don’t like being told how things should be done or being rushed through a series of activities. ±²®uÀu³{»ßç¿¶Áç

 are logical people that like to take information and turn it into step by step systems and theories.
Theorists  have a disciplined approach  to any situation.  They like analysis  and getting  to  the heart  of  the
information – what are the basic assumptions or principles behind an activity? They are, therefore, good at
asking relevant and probing questions. They can be very serious and don’t always deal well with flippancy,
subjectivity or lateral thinking exercises.

Theorists like being intellectually stimulated with concepts, systems and models. They like activities that give
them a chance to methodically explore relationships between the ideas and the events. They will be interested
in ideas for ideas sake, and unlike the Pragmatist, don’t need the relevance or urgency to hold their attention.
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They might struggle with activities that have no sound theoretical background, or are more concerned with
emotions and feelings. They won’t like being asked to make decisions without being given a context, concept
or policy. ü =Wý>MÿþL[qM [&þ J>[ � VEQ"=qV&J Q&M [&þ �W@��TQ S @LQ��&ýE;>@WV
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To be effective you need to have a clear idea of the desired outcomes of your workshop. Sometimes this will
be driven by you – you will have key information or skills you want to deliver to your participants whether
they like it or not (though hopefully they do!). Sometimes the workshop will be in response to requests from
the participants. The best workshops are those where your preferred outcomes, and the expectations of the
group coincide. So, before you plan & deliver the workshop you need to think about what you hope to achieve,
and to find out what is expected of you.

To find  out  participants'  expectations,  you  need  to  ask!  Either  ask  the  organiser,  consult  participants  in
advance, or build a quick ‘expectation check’ into the introductory section of your workshop. However, don’t
raise hopes that you will change the prepared agenda to suit their expectations if that’s not possible! As you
build confidence you will be able to change agendas to respond to the group's expectations on the day.

In a long workshop you may be able to check that you’re meeting expectations at the end of the first day, or
after a lunch break.

���gÉ r��Ýlcbede`gf�hkÂÃhÅÄ�� È��gÉÃd
You've decided your workshop aims, so now you need to design a workshop session plan that delivers them.
By following the Kolb Cycle you can be sure that your learners will get a full learning experience. 

David Kolb developed a theory of learning1, involving 4 stages. He argues that for learning to be complete,
and deep, the learner needs to undertake each stage in the correct order. The learning experience can start at
any of the 4 stages, but must then pass through the other 3 stages in the right sequence.Û ñ�Þ î²Ñ�ÌiÓA×ÒÏÒØ�ëmÞ	×£Ñ�î Ï�ñ�Þ��Ñ	Ù! #"jÔ	Ü	ÙßÞ%$

We often give people new theories in our training
workshops  (‘Abstract  Concepts’),  but  that’s  not
enough.  Our workshop participants  need  to learn
the relevance  of  the theory  to  their  situation  and
have a chance to test how the theory might apply
(‘Experimentation & Planning’). We already know
that practice makes perfect, so some ‘Experience’
of  the  concepts  is  vital.  Finally  ‘Reflection  and
Observation’ ensure the learner has understood the
concepts properly and applied them accurately. 

1 Experiential Learning – Experience as the source of Learning & Development” David Kolb 1984
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Imagine you're working with people new to direct action and want to encourage them to work in
affinity groups. 
1. You might do a short presentation to introduce the abstract concept, letting them know a little of

the history of affinity  groups and their  non-hierarchical  ethos. They now have an intellectual
understanding of the concept. 

2. Then you might get them  experimenting and planning by exploring how affinity  groups can
provide support in preparing for and carrying out direct action. 

3. Some  quick  decision  making  practice,  followed  by  an  action  roleplay  would  allow  them  to
experience working together as an affinity group. 

4. Finally debriefing after the roleplay can provide space for observation and reflection; What was
positive about working together in this way? What didn't work so well? If there were problems,
how might you overcome them? What roles and skills are needed in an effective affinity group?

Remember, it’s possible to build your training around reflection on an experience that the learners had outside
of the workshop (known as 'prior learning') as long as they all have a relevant experience to reflect on. From
there you can then move on through the rest of the cycle. Similarly it’s possible to concentrate on ‘Abstract
Concepts’ and ‘Experimentation’ if you know that all the learners will soon undertake a real experience of
those concepts and have the time to reflect on it. So, for example, a media workshop concentrating on theory
and experimenting with theory followed by an actual attempt to give an interview and then a debrief in which
people can reflect on the interview, provides a full learning cycle, even though only 2 out of 4 stages happened
within the training workshop.

The Kolb cycle provides a valuable yardstick against which to measure your training agendas. If it doesn’t fit
with Kolb, it doesn’t provide a complete learning experience.

8 Äed�h:9-`<;jfmd 
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Unless you are supremely confident, you will have prepared a workshop agenda (sometimes called a session
plan) in advance.  You not only need to think about how the agenda will work as a whole, but also about how
each exercise will work individually. Does every session have a good reason for being there? Maybe you like
the exercise, but does it serve a clear purpose in this context? When setting learning outcomes, and thinking
about expectations, think about all the constituent parts as well as the whole.

The agenda also needs to take into account your learning theory. It should: 
Reflect  the  different  learning  styles  of  the
participants (not just your own learning style!).

Vary in  pace and style  to maintain interest  and
get the learners saying and doing as much of the
learning as possible, not just seeing and hearing
it.

Contain  a  suitable  mixture  of  theory,  planning
and practical, experiential and reflective sessions,
in the right order to complete a learning cycle. 

Take  into  account  natural  highs  and  lows  in
energy (e.g. sessions immediately before & after
a mealtime will be natural low points). Don’t just
ignore this – take it into account and deal with it!

Follow  an  order  that  achieves  your  desired
learning outcomes. 

Include some reinforcement (see below) to move
learning into the long term memory.
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Try  to  end  on  a  positive  note.  Active  final
sessions  are  good  for  this.  Alternatively  run  a
“where  do  we  go  from  here”  session  where
everyone looks for something  positive from the
workshop and decides how they will implement
it, or run an uplifting game at the end to wrap up
the  workshop.  An  alternative  is  a  period  of
reflection at the end to allow for the learning to
sink in.

Use relevant handouts. Sometimes these will be
comprehensive  documents,  at  other  times  a
summary  of  the  key  points  of  the  workshop.
Sometimes  you  may  just  want  to  give  people
some  pointers  as  to  where  they  can  find  more
information.  Handouts  of  this  kind  act  to
reinforce  the  learning  and  help  move  it  from
short term memory to long term memory.

n$d�ÂÊh?>���f*��dgp(d�hÅa
If we want to take people to a deeper level of learning, maintain existing levels, or modify learning that’s
already been done, we need reinforcement. You’ll know yourself that unless you use a skill, you often lose it,
or at least get a little rusty. Reinforcement avoids this.

It doesn’t have to be difficult. It can be as simple as saying "Great – thanks for that contribution” or “That’s a
fantastic  suggestion”  during  a  workshop,  or  it  can  be  a  formal  reinforcement  session.  Some  ideas  for
reinforcement follow:

Setting homework
Giving a handout or a reading list
Repeating  the  training,  possibly  to  a  more
advanced level
Applying the learning – in other words learners
doing the skill they’ve learnt

Skillsharing – passing the skill on to others
Applying the skill in new situations
A quiz or game
Questioning – “Is that always true?”, “Can you
give me an example?”
Giving feedback on practice sessions

Individual feedback & reinforcement has been found to be more profound than feedback given to a group as a
whole.  NB:  Giving  ‘negative’  feedback  (“No,  you’re  wrong”,  “Don’t  be  stupid”)  can  be  an  obstacle  to
learning, and isn’t reinforcement.

;jf�`��ÅajÂ@��`"ÉA;�fyd 
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Here  are  some  thoughts  on  preparation  that  can  help  make  your  workshop  participative,  focused  and
enjoyable: ±²®�BkÀu³DCwç{±ÒÀFEAçGEw¯�°w®£ù�¸âç¿¶IHy®A°�±wÀÒçÁ®yæ ¯uæ·äJE²³O®.Ew¯�³O®�ä£¯*E*E²³÷À(E²³{»ß¯u¶¹®m¼ å 4

 
Ideally it should be comfortable, and set up to encourage participation. A circle of chairs works well –
everyone can see each other and there is no automatic hierarchy in a circle. Sitting round a table can help
focus people. Rooms with columns may prevent some people  seeing  what's  happening.  Is your space
suitable for those in wheelchairs or with other specific access needs? 
Make sure there’s enough light, heat, air, food & drink to suit the group. Don't forget vegetarians and
vegans, or those with allergies. Having tea and coffee slow a workshop down, so if you want it short and
focused, it might be best to give it a miss, or wait until afterwards. Having said that, in a longer workshop,
don't be tempted to ignore breaks. People don't learn effectively when gasping for a drink, or deperate for
the loo. 
Are you competing with any other noise? Will you be disturbed by other users of the building?
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– Will people have to skip a meal to attend? Falling blood sugar leads to

irritability and lack of focus, so have snacks on hand and plan to take breaks where needed. Will people
need to leave in a hurry? If so make sure all  important discussion or information is at the start of the
meeting, or make extra sure you finish on time. How do the start and end times fit into public transport
timetables  if  people  are  travelling  to  the  event?  How  long  is  the  session?  Will  people  be  able  to
concentrate for that length of time? Can you achieve the desired learning in the time you've got? What
happens if you start late or take longer over some exercises than planned?ã °w°w®²çÁç  – how do you make your workshop accessible to everyone? There are access issues around the
physical space mentioned above. But there are other things you might need to consider:
Language – If English isn't everyone's first  language do you need translation? Perhaps you don't need
formal  translation  but do you need to speak slightly slower and consider your choice of words? Can
everyone hear what you are saying? Maybe the room acoustics are poor, or maybe someone is hard of
hearing and may need to see your face so they can lipread.
Visual Aids – Can everyone see them from where they are sitting?  Is the writing large enough to be read
from the back of the room? Do you need large print versions of your handouts?ICJ>KHM÷B~M#F7JTFTM+[&þ J ý\=Hý7ýEMP@T[

Be aware of your own personal limitations when delivering any kind of workshops. Check in with yourself
(and your co-facilitator if relevant) before the session and make any changes you need to suit your mood and
energy levels! Look after yourself – make sure you keep bloodsugar levels up, and drink enough water/tea etc. 

Don’t forget that the group is your most significant asset. As well as checking that you’re meeting their
expectations, use the group to solve any other problems. If a session isn’t going as smoothly as planned, if
energy levels are low, ask the group what they want to do about it (but have some suggestions up your sleeve).
Never be afraid to admit your fallibility, and move on to the next exercise, if the group aren’t engaging with
the current one! 

Here's a few specific topics relevant to facilitating a workshop:

�M�eh?>kÂ�9gd3h?��d
The more confident you are as a facilitator the safer a learning environment you create. The natural authority
that comes with confidence gives the skills or information you’re imparting a greater authority too!

It’s not simply a case of how well you know your material. The basic rules of communication tell us that your
body language and the tone of your voice give out the strongest signals (in that order). So no matter how good
your flipcharts and handouts, or how articulate you are, if you sound and look nervous it’ll undermine your
group's confidence,  not just in you,  but also in the skills  or information you're delivering! It’s a daunting
thought, but don’t let it put you off.

Some facilitators recommend using visualisation to build confidence. We’ve all been in situations in which we
were confident. Everyone’s good at something. Remember what it feels like to be confident? Can you feel the
effect it has on your body language? Can you hear the sound of your voice speaking confidently? Now walk
into your workshop session in that space – with that body, and that voice. 
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Of course you can also warm up. Again, some facilitators recommend warming up both your body and voice
prior to a workshop. You might also need to spend some quiet time mentally rehearsing the workshop. Mental
rehearsal is a powerful tool for learning and for building confidence. Think through how the workshop will
work. See it going well – dynamic, interactive, enjoyable… see yourself in there confidently facilitating all
that enjoyable learning.

 Making mistakes is an important part of becoming a better facilitator. Accept it's inevitable and commit
yourself to learning from them. Bear in mind that your learners won't be aware of most of the mistakes you
make. You know what you intended to do and how it varied from what you actually did. Your learners don't
know the detail and 9 times out of 10 they won't notice or won't mind if they do.

Being confident doesn’t mean the same as being an expert. Nor does it mean being infallible and detached.
Arrogance will not inspire your group. You can still throw questions out to the group, feeling confident that
they will help you find the answer. You can still make mistakes, confident that the group will forgive you, and
that the workshop will continue and be successful. Confidence is not perfection!

N É Â 
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You’ll often find yourself standing in front of a flipchart, over head projector (OHP) or whiteboard. Here are
some  guidelines for using them:

Ask if everyone can see the writing? If not either
move the OHP or flipchart or ask participants to
move.

Talk to your group not to the paper! It’s better to
pause  whilst  you  write  than  lose  what  you’re
saying  in  the process.  You could  ask  your  co-
facilitator or one of the group to write for you.

Check  before  using  green  or  red pen  –  some
people  are  red/green  colourblind  and  have
trouble distinguishing one colour from the other.

Write  in  lower  case  letters –  the  eye  finds  it
easier  to  read  them  from  a  distance.  And  of
course,  write big enough!

When  writing  up  comments  you  are  aiming  to
accurately  restate  or  summarise  the  comments
made. Make sure you check with the person who
made a comment before you drastically shorten
or  reword  it  -  you  may  have  misunderstood
which could cause offence!

Don’t  show  any  favouritism –  value  all
contributions equally and write down everything.
If  there’s  a  reason  why  you’re  not  writing
something  down  (because  it’s  already  on  the
paper,  for  example,  or  it's  simply  incorrect)
explain it  to the group.

Use  headings  on  your  flipcharts  or  slides.
Headings  help us build mental  associations  and
remember and 'file' our learning appropriately.

�	W `"É��`eajÂÊhÅÄ
Evaluating with the group is  just  plain  good practice!  Build  at  least  5 minutes  evaluation time into  each
workshop agenda.  Don’t  just  evaluate  the  contents.  Ask  questions  about  the  quality  of  your  facilitation,
whether you met expectations, the length of the workshop, the pace etc. You can also ask if there are other
workshops the group would like. Here are three common evaluation tools:-±Ò®YX�õ¹¯m¼ß¸w¯Ò¶Ò»¾ÀÒæ º À²³Áù

 – prepare a form that has room for comments and maybe room to score different
aspects of the session. The evaluation form takes a bit longer to fill in, but can glean you more information
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than other methods. Remember to phrase the questions neutrally. NB: take lots of biros with you – that way
no-one has an excuse not to fill it in there and then!
Z ÀU[ ú Àu¸·æ{ä

 – simply go round the group asking everyone to say one thing that worked well, one that didn’t
(or  equivalent  positive/negative  questions).  This  shouldn’t  feel  compulsory  for  participants,  and  you
shouldn’t get defensive if the workshop comes in for criticism. Accept the comments and move on to the
next person.-±Ò® ö »Ð®J\j±Ò¯�³÷¶

– draw a large circle and divide into slices. Each slice can then be marked to represent
different exercises, expectations,  quality of facilitation or anything  else  you want evaluating.  Everyone
grabs a marker pen and puts a small cross in each slice. The nearer the centre of the pie they place their
cross, the higher they score that section. This is quick and easy, and very visual – trends become apparent
from a quick glance!

N `��kÂ9É Â½a�`�ajÂÃhÅÄ^]WÂ=>?>�Â����É½a ÆWÂÃaU�Å`�ajÂ=�eh�lc`kh:9_;jf(�3r\ÉÃd�p `�d3^�` W Â=���f
A workshop can involve unexpected and difficult situations that need to be facilitated. Sometimes these are
unforseen  practical  problems.  At  other  times  they're  down  to  the  behaviour  of  individual  participants.
Whenever you're dealing with a 'difficult' participant, it's vital that  you remember that the problem is their
behaviour and not them as a person. It's also important to realise that they're rarely deliberately making life
difficult for you. The chances are, that at some level, the workshop isn't meeting their needs. 

We all bring a number of needs with us, whenever we work in a group. Most of them are quite simple, and
rather obvious. We need to feel that we are being treated fairly. We need to feel valued. We need our expertise
and experience to be valued. We need our ideas and opinions to be heard. We need to feel part of a group. We
need to feel  like we're getting something useful  done. Whenever you face a problem, listen out for these
underlying needs. Then find a facilitation tool that will help meet them, and the problem will go away. In most
cases designing an interactive workshop agenda and facilitating it in a way that allows everyone to participate
will  leave everyone happy from the start, and problems won't  arise.  But if they do, the golden rule  is  to
discover why it’s happening – what are the underlying causes? Then you can figure out what you can do about
it. If you’re ever unsure – ask the group what the problem is and actively listen to the answer!

Problem behaviour
,

acbOdfege:hMiOdkjml!eonpbrqsj�t(bvu%l@evdfnkwmboxyd{z}|m~o����bvd�dfbO�ml�w�q�i��e��

� À²ù »ÐæÒ¯uæ{¶C¯uæÒä � À²ù&»Ðæ·¯u¶¿®�ä ö ¯�³8¶u» °y»=Ew¯uæ{¶Áç
In any  group there are  those that  talk  the most and  those that  struggle  to get  a  word in  edgeways.  As a
facilitator  committed  to  everyone's  learning  and  participation  you  might  need  to  deal  with  domination,
whether deliberate or subconscious.

So what's happening? Often you'll be witnessing the activist learning styles doing their thing – thinking (and
therefore speaking) quickly, and hogging the limelight. Sometimes it may be due to existing power structures
in the group – some people holding more senior positions (formally or informally). Perhaps there's a deficit of
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knowledge in the group – only some people know enough about the issue to feel confident in getting involved.
Of course it could be because you're facilitating only to your own learning style, or to one style within the
group, accidentally alienating others from the process.

So what can you do?  You could:
Be clear at the start that you want and welcome everyone's participation. Acknowledge that some people
speak more than others and appeal for self restraint. You could formalise this in a Group agreement that
sets the tone for what is, and is not, acceptable behaviour (see Tools for Workshop Facilitators).
Use handsignals to create an orderly queue for contributions. Then tweak your queue to ensure it's not just
the same people sticking up their hands. If you do this, make sure you explain why.... “Thanks to those of
you with your hands up, but I just want to give those who haven't spoken at all a chance to speak before I
come to you....”
Use small groups to give more people the chance to contribute and break up existing power dynamics. If
you're feeding back from small groupwork, ask for a new reporter each time.
Encourage everyone to contribute with welcoming and open body language and good eye contact.
Have a Go-round to give everyone an equal space to express themselves. However, be careful not to put
anyone on the spot. Make it possibe for people to pass and say nothing, if they really want to. Ensure those
who need more thinking time aren't asked to speak first.
Give the activists something to do to keep them busy, e.g:  get them writing up on the board or flipchart
(but make sure they do it accurately).
Make sure that everyone has a chance to get informed in advance of the workshop – circulate a reading list
in advance. If you can't do this, get everyone up to speed early through presentation or by bringing out the
knowledge from those who have it.
Vary the tools you use to create a pace and range of exercises that suit everyone at least some of the time.
Ask the group directly for new contributions: “We've heard from some people already – let's go to those
that haven't spoken....”, “Would anyone that's not contributed yet like to say anything” etc.

� À²³LCu»ôæâø � »¾¶·± ã æ���æÒ³O®�ç�E·À²æ{çw»¾õ¹® Z ³÷ÀÒ¸�E
Firstly, check whether they really are unresponsive. It’s possible you’ve got a room full of reflective types that
simply work at a slower pace than you’d planned. Then think about all the other possible factors. Do you need
to take a break, open a window, do an energising game?

Maybe it’s the exercise that you’re doing. Have they understood what they’re supposed to be doing? Have you
given them a rationale for doing it, so that the pragmatic types can engage with it? Or perhaps it simply isn’t
working and you need to move on to something else? In all of these cases ask the group! If in doubt, throw it
back to them. “Is everyone clear on what we’re doing?”, “Is this exercise working for you guys? If not we can
easily move on”.

If there’s no energy for an exercise you might need to face the fact that you’re not meeting the expectations of
the participants – that what you have planned is not what they want to do. This may require you to negotiate
with the group – ask them what they were expecting and make some changes to your plans on the spot!

Of course it could just be Friday afternoon, or Monday morning. Blast them with your full repertoire of  games
– sooner or later they’ll crack and start enjoying themselves, then they’re all yours and the learning can begin.
You could try selecting icebreakers that are relevant to the learning you want to take place anyway…
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So you’ve got a group that’s sceptical about the subject of this particular workshop? What do you do? Firstly,
check your group's expectations near the start of the workshop. Hopefully that will let you know that you've
prepared a workshop that's relevant to this group. If it raises any issues, at least you know what the differences
between your plan and their expectations are, and can change things accordingly.

Secondly, make it clear what’s in it for them. What advantages will  the workshop bring them? Is it more
knowledge, better exam results, simply an hour or so of fun? 

Thirdly, assume you’ve got a room full of Pragmatists who want to know exactly how each and every exercise
is applicable to their real experience (and that includes the icebreakers!) – give them a clear rationale at the
start for undertaking each bit of your workshop. If you can’t (because, for example, the exercise needs them to
come at it with an unprejudiced mind) explain that to them and make it clear that the rationale will become
obvious.

Acknowledge the scepticism – don’t just ignore it and hope it’ll go away! You can be explicit – “I know some
of you aren’t sure how this workshop will help, but go with it for now – other groups have found it really
valuable. Don’t forget you’ll get a chance to tell me what you think at the end. If you’ve got questions, or are
unsure of anything at any stage, just ask me…”.

Trust  in your workshop – you’ve checked that  it  meets all  the needs of  a good learning  experience.  You
evaluate regularly, so know what works and what doesn’t. Be confident – not easy when faced with scepticism
– but do it anyway!

X���Ew®u°w¶w»òæ¹øï¯ µ ¯�³~øÒ® Z ³÷ÀÒ¸�EU� Z ®u¶Á¶{»Ðæ·ø ¯{�gù\¯m¼½¼O�$æ·®.�
It’s  not uncommon to plan a workshop for  12 people  and then find that  only 6 show up on the day. Do
whatever  you can,  in advance,  to establish an accurate  assessment of  who will  be there.  If you think the
numbers are at all unrealistic or vague, plan for half the number showing up. Check out in advance that your
agenda will still work with 4, 6 or whatever. Assuming that you decide to go ahead with the workshop, what
can you do?

On the positive side, a small group can mean a more intimate and interesting workshop – there’s the potential
for everyone to have more of a chance to speak and contribute, so see it as an opportunity and not a crisis! In
many cases you simply need to mentally rework some of your numbers – e.g. 2 small groups instead of 4 or
groups of 3 not 6. 

But maybe you’d planned an exercise that you just don’t see working with this number of people? Go back to
the aims of the exercise – what were you hoping to achieve? How can you achieve those ends with this number
of participants? It may mean you have to fall back on more traditional methods, such as ideastorms, go-rounds
and discussion – so what? As long as you keep the energy of the workshop up, you’ll get away with it, and the
evaluations will show that your participants loved it!

The worst thing you can do is let the numbers deflate your enthusiasm. It will show and will infect the
workshop! Don’t sit there and say “Well, we were going to do this really interesting exercise, but since no-one
could be bothered to show up, we’ll have to do this ideastorm instead”! You might need to sit in with the
group more, and use questioning to elicit the breadth and depth of learning you were hoping to achieve.
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Make it clear if, and when, you’re taking questions (otherwise an unsolicited question can throw you
off your stride)
Present at a pace that balances the time pressure of your agenda, and the need of more
reflective/active learners
Support the verbal with visual props and vice versa to reinforce learning
Remember tone of voice, eye contact and body language are as important as the words you use
Talk to the whole group, not just those at the front, and speak clearly!

� ' zL� ��/
Misrepresent yourself as an expert if that’s not the case
Assume that the presentational bits of the agenda are boring and rush them or seem apologetic –
some people thrive on them!

��®Ò¶Á¶Ò»Ðæâø��%E�XU�y®i³÷°i»ßçÁ®�ç
� ' /

Be clear on the purpose, timings and nature of the exercise
Check with the group that they have understood the exercise
Reinforce instructions with a handout/flipchart if need be. Would a
list of questions to consider during the exercise be useful?
Make yourself available for questions during the exercise

� ' z�� ��/
Carry on regardless if you’re not clear in your own mind
Be afraid to restate the instructions, or call a halt if it’s not working

�gù\¯m¼½¼ Z ³÷ÀÒ¸�E{XU�y®m³÷°y»ßçÁ®yç
� ' /

Give clear instruction
before splitting the full
group into small
groups – make sure
they know what spaces
they can use, how
much time they have
got etc.
Once they’re
underway, check with
each small group that
they’re OK with the
exercise and know
what they are doing.
Do small groups need
to appoint a facilitator
or someone to
feedback? Make it
clear in advance.
Vary the size and make
up of your small
groups throughout the
workshop (unless you
want to build a specific
group or build teams).

� ' zG� ��/
Let the same people
dominate and report
back from small
groups.

ö ¼ß¯uæ·æ�»Ðæ·ø � Àu³LCâçÒ±wÀ(Ewç
� ' /

Start planning with
your aims – what you
want to achieve - and
pick exercises to meet
them. Don’t start with
your favourite
exercises and let that
dictate your aims!
Be realistic about the
time it takes to run
through the agenda. If
in doubt overestimate
the time any given
exercise will take
Evaluate your
workshop and modify
your agendas in the
light of experience.

� =�� : Q"J(M+[qM [ þ
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Throw questions to the
group – “That’s a really good
question! Does anyone have an
answer to it?”. Don’t forget you
can do this even if you do have
the answer! Letting the group
answer its own questions can
enhance the learning.
� ' zG� ��/

Make it up. If you don’t
know, say so.



You might also want to read our briefings: Active Listening and Tools for Workshop Facilitators.
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Prepare in advance to avoid having to change agendas on the spot! Ask your participants what their
expectations are (you could use a questionnaire in advance, or a simple go-round at the start of the
workshop).
If you are meeting a very specific set of objectives, make them very clear in advance, reducing the
chances of someone attending the workshop with the wrong idea.
Co-facilitate – it doubles the facilitation experience in the room, and enhances the possibility of being
able to respond to unexpected situations. On a practical note, one facilitator can carry on whilst the other
prepares an exercise to meet any unanticipated needs.
Identify in advance which parts of your workshop you can adapt or cut out if time becomes an issue.
Presentations take less time than interactive exercises, so you might need to adapt sections to keep them
shorter. Prepare yourself mentally for this possibility!� ' zL� ��/

Pretend you can adapt your workshop on the spot if you can’t!  If you can, put the group in touch with
facilitators that can meet their need and offer to send handouts/weblinks that will answer their questions.
Then ask them to bear with you for the rest of your workshop, and tell them what the benefits will be.
Worry if you can’t be flexible – flexibility comes with experience and confidence, and involves being
willing to make mistakes. If you’re new to training, no-one can reasonably expect that of you!


